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Bottle of Fireless Smoke



Tears of the Sun



Myrrh of the Eternal Age



While you have the bottle with you,

take +1 to Parley and Defy Danger

against all the supernatural beings in

near range.



Your bees can be used as a volley weapon

with the tags (near, area). They don’t

require line of sight, but you need to

know where the enemy is.



When you place the myrrh in

someone’s mouth, they can’t feel

pain or fatigue while they hold it.



Use these as 7-9 options:

 The bees are hurt, you can’t use

them again until tomorrow.

 You must reach a better position.

 There will be collateral damage.



When you use your arts to embalm a

corpse with all your Myrrh, they

come back to life. Rip this card as

the Myrrh takes the place of their

spirit.



When you use a fire to burn the

content of the Bottle, all the

supernatural beings up to near range

dissolve to nothing. Then rip this

card as the fire consumes the

incense.



When you make camp, if the bees aren’t

hurt they will create a rain of honey that

can feed the whole encampment.

When you call all the strength of the

swarm, they can carry you and the others

in the sky for a day, bringing you in any

place whose location you know.

Afterward, rip this card while they die of

fatigue.



Golden Orb of the Sovereign



The Twilight Veil



When dawn rises and you scry in the

Golden Orb, choose an object, a place

or a person different from the Blessed

Infant and roll +WIS. On a 7-9, ask 1 of

the following about the subject you

choose, on a 10+ ask 2. The MC will

answer in detail.



When someone states an untruth in

sight of the Veil, it inflicts them 1d10

damage as the lies are ripped from

them.



 Where is_______, right now?

 What is happening in/around/to

__________?

 How can i best size control of

__________?

When you place the orb in someone’s

eye socket and use your art to meld the

two, they’ll be your loyal servant until

death, and keep their full capabilities.

Then, rip this card as the orb lodges in

their flesh.



When you weave the Veil with the

terrain, rip this card, and the area is

now a Shadowland (Cursed Place;

Instinct: to corrupt and consume the

living). While you are there, you can

choose one of the “Cursed Place”

moves and Defy Danger in order to

apply it.



A person resurrected with the myrrh

is immortal, but if burned with fire or

washed with water, they must Defy

Danger not to die; Last Breath rolls

are not allowed - their soul is already

gone.



The Beer that saved

Mankind from Lions

When someone ingests a sip of the

Beer, they will sleep deeply, and will

not wake up until the sun rises. This

holds even for divine or undead

beings.

When you drink all the beer, mark 1-3

debilities, and ask that many

questions to the MC: they will be

answered in detail. The question can

not inquire directly about the Blessed

Infant, but you can ask about

anything else. Then, rip this card

while forbidden knowledge takes

place in your mind.
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